Comprehensive blood management system

Integrated modular solutions





Donor management
Laboratory management
Manufacturing
Distribution

Key features and benefits:

Technical Platform:

Safety features

Calculate donor eligibility

Automate blood loss calculations

Link comprehensive labeling and release rules to
donor information, manufacturing and testing


Windows® operating system or Oracle® RDBMS

Centralized security

Auto-update of upgrades

Crystal Reports®

Centralized administration

Gain flexibility while meeting regulations

System highlights:


Access SOPs and help messages

Perform routine safety checks automatically

Access donor unit profiles with one-click feature

Increase efficiency

Streamline the pre-donation process

Access information quickly, collect, track and store
comprehensive donor and component information

Use automated labeling and verification processes
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Integrated modules1 provide tailored solutions

Automated safety checks help control product release

At-A-Glance Bars allow easy access to critical data

Multi-tabbed forms access all data with intuitive
navigation at your fingertips

Flexible component manufacturing processes increase
efficiency in your lab

Facility-specific SOP links can be tailored to your system

ISBT 128 and ABC codabar automated blood labeling

Module Highlights
System management

Manufacturing

Auditor
	Track changes to data with secure time-stamped audit trails
to independently record the date and time of operator entries
and actions that create, modify or delete electronic records.
Security
Determine security access with multi-level site defined hierarchy.
Table administration
	Enjoy simple access to all table administration forms and
user configuration of site business rules.
Central upgrade management
	Automatically upgrade the application on all workstations
from one central location.
Structure
	Query by multiple parameters within applications for
quick access.
Search capabilities
	Look for components by prohibiting factor for increased
search functionality.

Component manufacturing processes
	Increase efficiency in your lab, meet site specific operational
needs, enable staff to capture detailed manufacturing
information, and create and delete components automatically
to streamline processes.
Label tasks
	Display the anticoagulant volume on label and reprint tabs.

Inventory / distribution
Complete activity record
	Track products and supplies more efficiently, as items are
shipped or used in the system.
Central intake
	Receive an up-to-date inventory of available products at all
sites, track products from the distribution location to customers
or sites.
Configurable product options
	Uniquely identify, inventory products, and create ISBT 128 or
ABC codabar labeling at the product level assuring advanced
traceability and organized distribution of products.
Label selections
Select print label/format prior to scanning to increase
process efficiency.
Order item
Features ABO/Rh columns for accessible data.

Laboratory management
Configurable testing
	Streamline internal processes and save technician time
using configurable testing which allows the system to
automate test order generation based on intended use.
Site-defined reflex testing
	Help prevent the manufacture of units until additional tests
are completed with site-defined reflex testing.
Automatic safety checks
	Performed throughout the system as part of the normal
processing of donors, blood components and other blood
products, to help prevent the release of unsuitable
blood components.

Donor management
Configurable pre-donation information
	Gather information and record to consistently store data
and help achieve accurate results.
Configurable donor identifier types
	Store donor photos, identify donors using multiple methods
and use a duplicate search mechanism to help preserve the
integrity of donor identification.
Special collections
	Automatically link donations from special collection
requests to the patient and maintain that link throughout
manufacturing, labeling and distribution.
Differentiating collection types
	Display color coded eligibility by collection type which may
allow the user to navigate and access information easier.
Flexible record keeping
	Store multiple product weights/volumes and anticoagulant
volumes for components.
Customize guidelines
	Ability to define eligibility rules for collection time and
collection type.
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